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5G subscription uptake is faster than for 4G
Comparison of 5G and 4G subscription uptake in the first years of deployment (billion)
5G (2018–2027)
4G (2009–2018)

Years since first deployment

2 years
5G subscriptions set to
reach 1 billion 2 years
faster than 4G
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FWA connections set to more than
double in 2027
FWA connections (millions)
5G FWA connections

4G and other technology FWA connections

• In 2022 the number of FWA
connections is estimated to exceed
100 million
• In 2027, 230 million FWA
connections are forecast
• 5G FWA connection will reach 110
million in 2027, representing half
of all FWA connections

Glimpses into a
world of limitless
connectivity
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Imagine being there, without being there. With
immersive virtual experiences, it’s Possible
In 2021

Towards 2030

Immersive Entertainment:
• Use of augmented information
or gamification becoming more
widespread to heighten
immersion
• Audience of over 12 million
achieved for a virtual concert
• Broad ecosystems developing to
develop experiences
• Limited remote accessibility
– travel a barrier

…

…

…

Full sensory experiences that
can be shared
with others

Access to major events/
locations are possible
regardless of location with a
real sense of immediacy –
the feeling of being there
becomes a reality

Creation of new
communities through a
myriad of devices

Limitless Connectivity
Connectivity Anywhere | Cognitive Networks | Network Compute Fabric | Resilient Systems

Imagine a paradigm shift in product creation. With
real-time collaboration in the mirror world, it’s
Possible
In 2021

Towards 2030

Product Design:
• Digital transformation of major
interest across most countries
and segments
• Benefits realized from the use
of cellular connected systems
and digital twins although
adoption rate is low

• Ecosystem creation still at early
stages of maturity

…

…

…

Real-time collaboration
towards product
development at every step –
expertise no longer
restricted to location or
access to site

Major sustainability benefits
through local production and
logistics, fully automated
systems and waste reduction

Merging of physical
and virtual realities improves
quality, safety and
performance

Limitless Connectivity
Connectivity Anywhere | Cognitive Networks | Network Compute Fabric | Resilient Systems

Imagine experiential learning for all. With a
globally connected internet of senses, its Possible
In 2021

Towards 2030

Education:
• Nearly 260 million children are
not in school at all
• COVID-19 has affected the
education of at least 1.5 billion
young people
• Over a lifetime this generation
could suffer $10 trillion loss of
earnings
• Barriers to access remain for
older and younger learners
to re-skill
• Threat of future skills disruption
due to AI & automation

…

…

…

Connection of
every learner and learning
establishment to the
Internet – supported by
global digital literacy
initiatives

Democratized access
– the best educators,
translated in real-time,
interacting with a global
learning community

Experiential learning
in a virtual world –
enabled by XR & the
Internet of Senses

Limitless Connectivity
Connectivity Anywhere | Cognitive Networks | Network Compute Fabric | Resilient Systems

What’s needed to make the
future a reality?
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Realizing a future of limitless connectivity will
require focused & concerted action
1. Development of new
network attributes

2. Evolution of eco-systems
– players & function

3. Government &
regulation action

1. Development of new network
attributes
Extensive and
dynamic

Highly
intelligent

Capable of
processing anywhere

Resilient and
trustworthy

● From population to full
geographic coverage

● Operated at scale without
human intervention

● Supporting trillions of sensors

● Centralized and decentralized
AI for service availability &
energy use

● Complex & real-time
processing distributed &
tightly integrated through-out
the network

● Increased focus on
capabilities inherent in
networks today – reliability,
availability, resilience,
security & privacy

● Managing extreme and
dynamic performance
● …at reduced energy
consumption

● Learning, cognitive design

● …intent driven and
explainable

● Multi-cloud philosophy
& continual evolution
of processor technology
(towards quantum)

● Extensions into digital
twins and AI for risk
modelling and predictive
action

2. Evolution of eco-systems
– players & function
International
organizations

Service providers
Increasing
web of
partners come
together to
access and
innovate on
the network

Key enablers and
supporters

Operational
predictability
& service
scalability
remain
important

Expands and
collaborates in
new ways

Governed by a common set of
principles and standards

Inspire and support new
ideas

Industry

Start-ups
New ideas
Niche expertise

Government
and regulators
Stimulate and regulate
responsible development

Eco-system

Major drivers to
transform business
and society

Academia
In depth expertise

3. Government & regulation
Why policy makers need to act

Technology can’t do it
alone

Must be backed by resilient &
adequate policy

Policy choices shape the size, distribution
and sustainability of benefits

No deterministic built-in
design into technology

Network
attributes
to 2030

ICT outcomes can be negative if not
backed by adequate policies

ICT benefits are not
automatic

3. Government & regulation action
Steps towards 2030
Reduce roll-out obstacles and
encourage investments in
commercial 5G deployments with
targeted, technology neutral
public funding

Maximize spectrum availability

Simplify and streamline siting policy

Consistent application of internationally
recognized EMF limits
Use carefully targeted public funding to
crowd in and amplify private sector
investment 

Prioritize step change to 5G as
critical national infrastructure and
set deployment and adoption
targets to match the ambition of
sustainable, inclusive progress

Stimulate digital transformation by
incentivizing innovation and ecosystem
collaboration to achieve wide-spread
adoption based on secure and energy
efficient digital infrastructure.

Ensure holistic approach to security of
deployed networks to protect the end-users

Set digitization and sustainability goals across
industries and public services

Promote connectivity as a catalyst for
economy wide decarbonization

Provide incentives and remove regulatory
obstacles to digital transformation across
industries and public services
Enable and encourage ecosystem and cross
sector collaboration incl SME competence
Stimulate basic technology research in future
strategic technologies
Ensure continued and firm commitments to
international standardization in line with WTO
rules

The future is a place for
collaboration & innovation
We invite partners, customers and consumers to join us in creating
connections that make the unimaginable possible, and realizing a
world where limitless connectivity improves lives, redefines business
and pioneers a sustainable future

